


In her book Working Whole, career 
expert Kourtney Whitehead offers a 
practical guide to align your work pursuits 
with your truest desires. She shares eight 
principles that will free professionals to 
be inspired and joyful in their life and 
work callings. She advises that when we 
commit to living our beliefs in these eight 
core areas (humility, surrender, discipline, 
gratitude, connection, love, power and 
patience), we can work authentically and 
live fulfilled. 

Drawn from her career as a recruiter, 
counselor and coach and her work with 
everyone from new hires to seasoned 
executives in transition to high-achievers 
determining what retirement can mean 
for them, Kourtney shares tips and tools 
for handling the expectations, choices, 
conflicts, challenges and opportunities we 
face in our work life. She leads readers 
through a transformative experience 
to become more creative, energized, 
observant, accepting of change and open-
hearted.

With a warm tone and featuring 
informative content, exploratory and 
journaling exercises and actionable 
suggestions throughout, Working Whole 
provides a clear framework for making life 
and career decisions, both big and small, 
allowing readers to reach their highest 
potential and live their most fulfilled life.

WORKING WHOLE is available through 
major online retailers.

Download the book cover here.

Wanting more from work than just a paycheck or a title. Wishing to 
integrate personal and spiritual beliefs into one’s working world. Being 
ready to manifest a work life rooted in joy, purpose and contentment. 
These are core desires felt by professionals, though they often lack 
a roadmap. Now that roadmap is here.
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Meet  the  Author

Download a promotional event poster here.
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PRAISE FOR WORKING WHOLE

“Kour tney has a unique ability to lead you through a self-discovery journey on 
how to bring purpose and intention to your personal and professional life.”

—Amanda Andere, CEO, Funders Together to End Homelessness

 “Kour tney has a deep, spiritual and lifelong commitment to helping others 
find inner peace, purpose and joy. She takes her clients to the depths of 

who they are, helping them develop and fulfill their life’s work.” 
—Micah Mitchell Hines, Special Counsel, Blackwell Burke, 

and former General Counsel to Minnesota Governor Mark Dayton

“There are a lot of career exper ts out there, but not many that can teach 
you how to bridge the gap between your spiritual life and your work. 

Kour tney is an exper t guide to help you discover what you are 
capable of and what it takes to get there.”

—Steve Gladis, Ph.D., leadership coach 
and author of Positive Leadership: The Game Changer at Work

“Kour tney is the executive coach that coaches like me depend on to help 
guide us in our careers. She has the insight of an exper t on C-suite leadership 

coupled with a warmth and humility which are rarely found together.”
—Rory Verrett, Managing Par tner, 

Protégé Search and former Head of Talent Management, NFL



ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Through her positions at top executive 
recruiting firms and consulting companies, 
Kourtney Whitehead has focused her 
career on helping people reach their 
work goals, from executive searches to 
counselling to career transitions. She holds 
a Master’s degree in Education & Human 
Development from George Washington 
University and is a regular volunteer with 
high school and graduate-level students, 
advising them on careers and college, 
and sits on the board of the Children’s 
Environmental Health Network. 

Her site, SimplyService.org, is an online community focused on supporting 
the creation of spiritually-centered work lives. Kourtney is a lover of trees, books, 
cozy blankets and unusual socks. She is a sought-after speaker and podcast guest 
and lives in the Washington, D.C. area with her husband and two sons.

Join Kourtney on Instagram and Facebook.
Download the author photo here.
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“It is not that we are unable to practice discipline to change or grow. 
It is that we do not believe we are capable of changing 

in the first place.”

—Working Whole, Chapter 3

READ A  SAMPLE  CHAPTER OF  WORKING WHOLE

Click here, or anywhere on the image above to open your free sample chapter.

https://issuu.com/simplyservice/docs/workingwhole-samplechapter
https://issuu.com/simplyservice/docs/workingwhole-samplechapter


What does it mean to be Working Whole?

It’s what we are all hoping for : to bring our 
whole and truest selves into the work we 
do, integrating who we are and what  
we believe to consciously choose where 
we direct our talents and energy.

Is there a common thread to the types of 
questions you have been most frequently 
asked as a career coach?

I answer questions and ease work anxiety 
for a living, so I hear hundreds of different 
questions a year, but there are two themes 
that come up a lot. The first explores the 
tension between playing it safe or stretching 
outside your comfort zone. And the second 
deals with the common conflict between 
doing what you enjoy most or making as 
much money as you can.

Do you view finding joy in one’s work to 
be an essential human need?

Yes, but only after our basic survival needs 
are met first. Often, especially in prosperous, 
developed countries, we fail to notice when 
our basic needs become fully met. We 
keep pursuing goals that provide us with 
more materially, while our real need for joy 
continues to go unmet.

You discuss at various points in Working 
Whole being at peace with uncertainty 
and embracing change. Often people view 
these transitions as negatives; how do you 
see them as positives?

In some ways, I see change as essential–not 
negative nor positive. Being at peace with 
uncertainty and embracing change are the 
essential ingredients to striving for any kind 
of daring or bold work goal. Without them, 
our dreams will fall flat and fizzle out. So 
while I rarely think of yeast as my favorite 
ingredient in a cake recipe, I know that it 
plays a critical role in my enjoyment. 

What aspects of linking one’s spiritual side 
and one’s professional calling do you think 
people often overlook, or consider not to 
be as important, but which you believe to 
be crucial aspects to overall fulfillment?

The importance of the mantra “be yourself.” 
Once we layer in office politics and the so-
called “rules of success,” we sometimes 
alter our behavior to fit in and advance in 
the workplace. By doing so, we stop being 
our true selves, and can be led to jobs and 
fields we actually don’t enjoy.

Q&A WITH KOURTNEY WHITEHEAD

Download this Q&A as a separate document here.

https://simplyservice.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/QandA-WorkingWhole.pdf


What does “service” mean to you, as it 
relates to one’s work?

Service is the link between the work we 
enjoy doing and the impact it has on the 
lives of others. I believe that somewhere in 
each of us, we yearn to experience more 
than just the fruit of our labor. We also  
want to play our unique role in the creation 
of a better world.

What activities and habits help you stay 
connected to your beliefs and truths, and 
help you maintain such a high level of 
satisfaction with your work?

I get to spend my days studying and 
practicing what I’m most passionate 
about—connecting work and spiritual 
life—so I regularly meditate, pray about 
my work, seek out nature, attend services, 
serve in interfaith organizations, talk to God 
on my morning walks, and journal a ton.  
I don’t think that everyone needs to do all 
of those activities, but collectively they keep 
me grounded.

While there’s likely no quick fix, what 
suggestions do you have for someone 
who is unhappy in their work?

Don’t immediately star t a job search. Star t 
first by reconnecting with or deepening 
your spiritual practice. This will empower 
you to better assess your situation and 
make the decisions that will lead to your 
true goal of fulfillment.

What career advice do you have for new 
college graduates?

There’s a relationship between security and 
exploration that I encourage students to be 
aware of. The more defined their course of 
study (e.g. medicine, law, engineering) the 
more well-defined and secure their early 
job prospects and career track will be, 
but often at the expense of the freedom 
to explore. If they already know what will 
make them happy, great, but most courses 
of study do not provide a real sense of what 
the work in their chosen field truly entails. 
I encourage new graduates to try different 
things and view their first jobs as a means to 
identify and move toward fulfillment earlier 
in their careers, when pivots into new fields 
they love are much easier to make.

You talk in your book about having 
sustainers, mentors, and workmates in 
one’s community. Tell us a little more 
about these relationships, and how best 
to cultivate them. 

Sustainers are the backbone of your spiritual 
support system. Mentors are people who 
have several work callings under their belt 
already. Workmates are supportive life 
partners who greatly shape the potential 
of your life’s work. The best way to build 
this community is by first knowing exactly 
what you are looking for in the people 
that will fill these roles—this section of the 
book is critically important because the 
people around you have a huge impact on  
your work.



How did you discover your purpose? 

There are many things that led me to my 
purpose–some joyful and some painful. But 
the one lesson that helped me the most was 
learned during a period of depression that 
included an attempted suicide when I was 
a teenager. Though not an easy memory to 
reflect on, I know that it prepared me to be 
very comfortable being with people who 
feel hopeless and lost, and helping them see 
the way forward.

What inspires you?

I’m borderline obsessed with the work 
lives of others and inspired by the people 
around me. It spills into my life well beyond 
my profession. Most of the television shows 
I watch and novels I read have some sort 
of career theme. And while I work in the 
corporate world, my fandom for creative 
people such as chefs, writers, ar tists, 
musicians, and interior designers is over the 
top.

What do you hope readers will take away 
from your book?

To stop feeling stuck and being so practical 
when it comes to their work lives, and 
let their spiritual life lead them to true 
fulfillment.

For more information, please contact:
Cathy S. Lewis 

(845) 679-2188  
cslewispublicity@gmail.com

www.cslewispublicity.com
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“Our  beliefs  are  not  a  goal  to  be  achieved  and  then 
put  on  a  shelf  like  a  trophy.  Every  day  we  have  to  

renew  our  commitment  to  what  we  believe  by  the  way 
we  live  our  lives.”


